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I see it is 
an operation
error.

Use of operation log

Do you have trouble finding out the cause of a problem when an error occurs?
Operation log function helps you to identify a cause by analyzing the log.
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Before When you noticed an alarm, you rushed in the site to see what happened, 
but you could not see what was the cause of the problem…

1) Alarm generated. “Error!”

2) Rush in the site.

3) Check the alarm.

Need to
hurry up!

Why did it
happen??

After By combination of the alarm log and operation log, you can easily identify the 
problem as you can see what was happening when the alarm occurred or 
before/after its occurrence.

1) Check the alarm. 2) Check the operation logs made
before and after the trouble.

Wrong  
order

Early solution becomes possible 
with the operation log function!
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Free version upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-6

You can update and download the V-SFT-5 configuration software from the website.
*Membership registration and first software purchase is required.

http://monitouch.fujielectric.com/site/support-e/download-index-01.html

Other examples

Security function to identify an operator

You can leave the user information to the log by combining the operation log with the 
security function, such as 
When human errors occur, you can use the log to specify the operators.

1) Enter a user name and a password
to login.

2) Operate the screens.

3) Administrator checks the operation log.

You can see WHEN, WHO did WHAT 
operation from the log.

Preventive
maintenance

You can improve your machines by analyzing the operation 
mistakes that often happens from the log data.

Good
Point


